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Achieving outcomes for NSW planted forests 2018 - 2019 

Overview 

We authorised 8760 hectares of plantation across NSW, an increase of 45% on the previous year. 

This included: 

• 12 new timber plantations totaling 1860 hectares, across NSW.

o 8 eucalypt, 3 cabinet timber and 1 mixed species plantations

• 30 existing timber plantations, totaling 6,011 hectares, improving or enhancing

environmental outcomes across these areas.

• Protecting over 889 hectares of remnant native vegetation, habitat trees and drainage

features (gullies, streams and creeks).

Based on plantation approvals, we supported the addition of $24.5 million in new hardwood 
plantations, measured in present value terms1. 

Plantation Assessment Officers conducted 46 farm and forest visits to review new or existing 
plantation sites. These visits balanced protecting environmental and heritage values 
alongside increasing statewide plantation production.  

Officers completed 44 risk-based compliance audits, up 41% on 2017/2018. These audits 
targeted high environmental risks across the NSW plantation estate and aimed to assist 
plantation owners and managers by highlighting where improvements in planation 
operations could be made or enhanced.  

We responded to 9 complaints from plantation owners, the community or other regulators 
relating to: 

• the health and wellbeing of neighbours

• land clearing, including clearfell harvesting

• fire buffers

Compliance was down on the previous year, falling by 8% to 52%, below the four-year 
average (57.5%). It was anticipated that an increase in compliance audit activity (that is, 
more audits being done) would show an initial decline in the compliance rate. Over time we 
expect to see this compliance rate increase to a more representative level as our compliance 
audit program matures.  

No serious offences were detected, and the low compliance rate is a reflection of minor or 
moderate risk matters identified through the audits and managed through voluntary 
remediation by plantation owners.  

Enforcement action included: 

• 1 Penalty notice issued for conducting plantation operations in a cultural heritage buffer.

• 1 warning was issued for roading and crossing offences.

• 1 remediation order was issued to repair and rectify poor drainage crossings.

1 Plantation value is measured in nominal stumpage prices as of 2018 and assumes the best known benchmark 
measures of plantation growth rates in local conditions. Future value may be differ due to unknown variations 
in growth rates, yield, quality and market pricing. 
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• 15 Corrective action requests were issued covering 120 minor matters relating to roading 

and road surfaces, drainage and rollover installations and removing or repairing crossings.  

• 8 extension advices relating to minor roading matters that require attention to avoid future 

environmental harm.  

Enduring Priorities  
Priority 1: Establish and maintain a planned audit program for Authorised Plantations in NSW  

Outcome – Compliance Audit program developed based on environmental risks across the 
plantation estate. 55% of target met 
 
Priority 2: Ensure new plantation Authorisations comply with the Plantations and Reafforestation 
Act and Code and are assessed within the statutory Guarantee of Service timeframes.  

Outcome – Guarantee of service principles met at 100%. 
 
Priority 3: Target plantations for audit that are determined to have a higher susceptibility to 
environmental harm due to biophysical factors  

Ongoing - Risk mapping for plantations audit guidelines developed and field tested. 
 
Priority 4: Investigate, develop and implement a digital spatial data administration system to 

facilitate and strengthen regulatory outcomes both for industry and government 

The PRU set out to modernise regulation of the Plantations and Reafforestation Act 1999 (the Act) 

and the Plantations and Reafforestation Regulation 2001 (the Code) by developing and using 

modern mobile digital platforms and real time data systems.  Project Woody was implemented, with 

three key objectives: 

1. Review and streamline current processes ensuring they align with strategic intent and 

adequately implement DPI regulatory functions of the PRA & Code. 

Outcome – Completed. 

The PRU’s Governance and Systems team reviewed the existing compliance audit processes 

to improve authorisations and compliance and deliver an enhanced enforcement regime 

through a centralised real time GIS database. The new platform would deliver NSW 

plantation owners online access to their authorised plantations information, including high 

quality GIS mapping and any compliance audit results.  The team also identified that new 

regime must ensure security, privacy and commercially sensitive information is protected. 

 

2. Digitise streamlined systems and process within allocated budget utilising data sets currently 

available and software compatible with DOI environment. 

Outcome – Ongoing 

The Governance and Systems team, working with the Authorisation and Audit team, 

identified and amalgamated several disparate datasets into a single secure enterprise 

database, providing a single source of truth for plantation authorisations and audit activities. 

High quality mapping imagery, necessary to allow PRU officers to complete authorisations 

and audits and digital software solutions were customised for PRU use enable plantation 

information to be captured and processed in real time, in the physical location of the 

plantation.  
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3. Internal training of key users will be undertaken followed by industry user roadshow to 

ensure ease of user adoption and value for money maximised. 

Outcome - Ongoing 

User manuals have been created for the collection of audit and authorisations data by PRU 

officers , with consultation occurring with key Industry members, focused on the delivery of  

an online mapping solution suited to their commercial enterprise. 

 
Priority 5: Broaden the scope of Plantations Industry education and awareness products and 
experiences to increase best practice knowledge.  

Outcome – Ongoing  

A number of extension activities were undertaken by Planation Assessment officers across the 
course of the year, aimed at improving industry awareness. These included farm forestry workshops 
for current and potential planation operators and specific industry development activities. Below is 
an example of one such activity. 

Hume Forests P/L, the largest private plantation owner in New South Wales, requested an education 
and awareness day for new and existing plantations staff. Two PRU Plantations Assessment Officers 
presented to Hume Forests staff at their Tumut office on the 26th September 2018. 

The day consisted of informal presentation delivery and question and answer sessions covering:  

• History of the Plantations and Reafforestation Act 1999 and the Code 

• Who administers the code, who does it apply to? 

• Authorisation process – what is involved. 

• The audit process – who does what and what is the usual procedure, ramifications etc. 

• Native vegetation and unique and special wildlife provisions 

• Habitat trees in operations on 2R (soil regolith stability) plantations.  

• Current revision of the code particularly in relation to fire issues, fire roads etc. 

• Mapping of native vegetation and harvest exclusion zones 

• Construction of crossings with respect to fish passage? 

• Clarification of  

• Road construction and management: 
o At first thinning.  
o 5 to 30 drainage. 
o Rollover banks.  
o Culvert installation. 
o Dry weather and excessive dusting of roads. 
o Rutting. 

• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage issues 
o Mapping. 
o Survey requirements. 

To assess the participants understanding of the presentation and discussions, a twenty question 
multiple choice quiz was delivered at the end of the day. Everyone did well. 

Feedback from participants included: 

 I think it was worthwhile and overall beneficial. 

I better understand now the context of their department, and their processes. Nick was clear and 
concise, and his explanations was easy to follow. 

 I found it to be very informative and it cleared up a few things I did not understand.  
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 Good to get everyone together in the same room, cleared up some things that I wasn’t sure about. 

 Very well presented, I was unsure about some specific things like maintenance of dams but that is 
cleared up now. 

  
 
   
 
 


